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Clutch style bar clamps
One handed, light duty & clutch style clamps

BESSEY® Tools North America
1-800-828-1004  ·  Fax (519) 621-3442

The BESSEY® clutch style clamps are a popular regular duty 
clamp that can be used for a wide range of projects. These 
economical clamps are available in a wide range of sizes 
starting with the GSCC2.506 with a 2 ½ " throat x 6 " capacity up 
to the GSCC5.024 with a 5" throat x 24" capacity and, a range of 
clamping force from 600 to 1200 Lbs. 

1  Cast iron jaws
  Durable powder coated cast-iron fixed and sliding jaws.

2   Safety by design
  Nickel plated, drawn and serrated rail. 

3   Secure
  2 piece slip-clutch plates keep the jaw sturdy and in place. 

4   Protective pads
  Non-marring pads on the top and bottom jaws.

5    Ergonomic wood handle or 2K handle
  Ergonomically shaped, standard wood handle, or 2K comfort handle now 

available in the most popular GSCC3.5XX models.

Clutch style GSCC, with wooden handle 
2 Piece slip-clutch plates keep the sturdy jaw in place. These 
easy-to-use clamps are suitable for "close quarters" clamping with 
the tried-and-true wood handle.    

Clamping  
Capacity

Throat  
Depth

Clamping  
Force

Approx.
Weight

GSCC2.506 6" 2 1⁄2" 600 lbs 1.34 lbs
GSCC2.512 12" 2 1⁄2" 600 lbs 1.72 lbs
GSCC2.518 18" 2 1⁄2" 600 lbs 1.97 lbs
GSCC2.524 24" 2 1⁄2" 600 lbs 2.27 lbs
GSCC2.530 30" 2 1⁄2" 600 lbs 2.57 lbs
GSCC2.536 36" 2 1⁄2" 600 lbs 2.82 lbs
GSCC2.5-PADS Replacement pads: contains 2 sets of pads/set

Please reference our YouTube videos showing BESSEY® 
products in action. 

Search our video database at 

Check out our clamps in action!
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Clutch style bar clamps
One handed, light duty & clutch style clamps

 Clutch style DHBC, with double jaw
The double jaw on these BESSEY® clutch style clamps give them 
versatility & allow them to do many jobs that other clamps just 
cannot do.  BESSEY's double jaw design allows these clamps to 
disperse the pressure more evenly, making them ideal for delicate 
work.  The powder coated, ductile cast iron jaws & two piece non-
slip clutch make these clamps durable, tough & ensure you will get 
a strong hold.

Clamping  
Capacity

Throat  
Depth

Clamping  
Force

Approx.Weight

DHBC-12 12" 3 1⁄2" 400 lbs 2.28 lbs
DHBC-24 24" 3 1⁄2" 400 lbs 2.88 lbs
DHBC-36 36" 3 1⁄2" 400 lbs 3.48 lbs

Clutch style clamp set, GSCC set of 4

This 4-Pack is a great way to expand your clamp collection.  
4 piece package contains 2 each of the 6 in. GSCC2.506 and 12 
in. GSCC2.512 clamp. BESSEY® clutch style clamps are a popular 
and economical clamp that can be used for a wide range of 
woodworking and DIY projects. 

GSCC4PK-C 2 pieces each of clamps GSCC2.506 and GSCC2.512
GSCC2.5-PADS Replacement pads: contains 2 sets of pads/set

Clutch style GSCC, with more clamping sizes and force
All the same great features, in a broader range of clamping sizes 
and force. “+2K” indicates 2K comfort handle.

Clamping  
Capacity

Throat  
Depth

Clamping  
Force

Approx.
Weight

GSCC3.506+2K 6" 3 1⁄2" 1100 lbs 2.34 lbs
GSCC3.512+2K 12" 3 1⁄2" 1100 lbs 2.82 lbs
GSCC3.518+2K 18" 3 1⁄2" 1100 lbs 3.37 lbs
GSCC3.524+2K 24" 3 1⁄2" 1100 lbs 3.73 lbs
GSCC3.530+2K 30" 3 1⁄2" 1100 lbs 4.16 lbs
GSCC3.536+2K 36" 3 1⁄2" 1100 lbs 4.50 lbs
GSCC5.012 12" 5" 1200 lbs 4.54 lbs
GSCC5.018 18" 5" 1200 lbs 5.19 lbs
GSCC5.024 24" 5" 1200 lbs 5.94 lbs
GSCC3.5-PADS Replacement pad set


